ACCELERATING THE
PATHOLOGIST WORKFLOW
Cerebrum is showing how pathologists can
WYTIVGLEVKIXLIMVPEFSVEXSV]´WIJ½GMIRG]
“Doing more with less” is a phrase every lab knows well – and
is likely experiencing right now. Studies show that pathologists’
[SVOPSEHLEWMRGVIEWIHF]XSTIVGIRXSZIVXLIPEWXHIGEHI
even before COVID-19 (1,2). Additionally, the Protect Access to
Medicare Act (PAMA) has cut deep into labs’ revenue streams
and is expected to continue slashing reimbursements by 35
TIVGIRXSZIVXLIRI\XXLVII]IEVW  0EFWERHTEXLSPSKMWXW
QYWXIMXLIVHVMZIIJ½GMIRG]ERHGSWXIJJIGXMZIRIWWXLVSYKLHMKMXEP
optimization or risk losing revenue – or even the entire business.
3ZIV  TIVGIRX SJ PEFW YWI [SVO¾S[W [MXLSYX JYPP HMKMXEP
MRXIKVEXMSRVIWYPXMRKMRPSWXXMQIIJ½GMIRG]ERHVIZIRYI)ZIR
with a laboratory information management system (LIMS), the
PEFSVEXSV][SVO¾S[QE]RIIHSTXMQM^EXMSRXSFSPWXIVXLIWIEVIEW
while maintaining quality patient care and regulatory compliance.
*SVTEXLSPSKMWXWE[SVO¾S[STXMQM^IH0-17WSPYXMSR[MXLE
YWIVMRXIVJEGIHIWMKRIHJSVIJ½GMIRG]GERWMKRM½GERXP]MRGVIEWI
diagnostic capacity.
Organizing incoming work
Ensure that incoming requisition and patient demographics are
digitally presented in the LIMS and specimens are barcoded
throughout the process. The LIMS should organize assigned
cases into separate pages – new cases, work in progress, and
those awaiting tests – with detailed patient information such
as medical ID and collection date.
8LI0-17WLSYPHHMWTPE]XLIWTIGMQIRHMEKRSWMW[SVO¾S[TEKI
when each barcode is scanned. Digital pathology imaging tools must
have a seamless connection between the viewer and the LIMS
HMEKRSWMWSTIVEXMSRW¯IPMQMREXMRKXMQIWTIRXWIEVGLMRKJSVMQEKI½PIW
8LIW]WXIQWLSYPHEPWSEPPS[TEXLSPSKMWXWXSUYMGOP]½RHTEXMIRX
histories. Users must be able to view patient history within the
case itself, rather than having to sort through paperwork. The
LIMS should also sort new and in-process cases and prioritize
time-critical “stat” cases.

Optimizing the diagnosis
%R IJ½GMIRX 0-17 GER YWI QEGVSW [MXL XLI HMEKRSWMW
QMGVSWGSTMGERHGSQQIRXXI\XZEPYIWXLEXEVIEYXS½PPIH
in the specimen diagnosis selection. Moving to the next
specimen should take one keypress or button click. A default
FIRMKRHMEKRSWMWQEGVSEWWMKRIHEWXLI½VWXWIPIGXMSRMRGVIEWIW
IJ½GMIRG]3VHIVMRKEHHMXMSREPXIWXWERHVIGYXWWLSYPHXEOI
minimal effort during diagnosis.
A programmable scheduled release for diagnostic reports
gives pathologists additional time to contemplate and the
ability to recall cases and rework or re-diagnose. The
system should also provide a full report preview before
case completion, allowing pathologists to view exactly what the
physician and patient will see.
Streamlining downstream information
%HHMXMSREP 0-17EMHIH IJ½GMIRGMIW GER MRGPYHI EYXSQEXMG
calculations of billing CPT and ICD codes prior to sign-out while
still allowing pathologists complete control of any applied codes.
,IVIEKEMREYXSQEXMSRMWIWWIRXMEPJSV[SVO¾S[TVSHYGXMZMX]-J
any codes need to be added, changed, or removed, automation
eliminates wasted time and potentially costly billing errors.
8LIWI QIXLSHW EVI TVSZIR XS MRGVIEWI HEMP] [SVO¾S[
IJ½GMIRG] JSV TEXLSPSKMWXW MR XLI PEF 7QEPP MRGVIQIRXEP
STXMQM^EXMSRWEHHYTXSWMKRM½GERXP]EPPIZMEXIIEGLTEXLSPSKMWX´W
workload, time, and effort – so make sure to evaluate your
[SVO¾S[ERH0-17XSHIXIVQMRI[LIXLIV]SYGERMQTPIQIRX
these productivity boosts.
For a free demo of LABdivus for Anatomic Pathology labs, contact us
at www.cerebrumcorp.com
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